
	  
	  

 
ABI COMMISSION TO STUDY THE REFORM OF CHAPTER 11 

 
Full Commission Meeting 

July 11, 2012 
New York, New York 

 

MINUTES/SUMMARY 

The ABI Commission held its regularly scheduled meeting on Wednesday, July 11, 2012, at the 
New York offices of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom.  The following individuals 
participated in the meeting:  D. Jansing Baker, Geoffrey Berman, Donald Bernstein, Jack Butler, 
Babette Ceccotti, Sam Gerdano, Michelle Harner, Kenneth Klee, Richard Levin, James Markus, 
James Millstein, Harold Novikoff, James Seery, Sheila Smith, James Sprayregen, Clifford White 
and Deborah Williamson.  Prof. Harner called the meeting to order at approximately 2:10 p.m., 
E.T.  The meeting adjourned at approximately 4:40 p.m., E.T.  The following matters were 
discussed during the course of the meeting: 
 
Opening Comments:  Prof. Harner welcomed Mr. Seery to the Commission and reviewed the 
meeting agenda. 
 
Field Hearings:  Mr. Gerdano announced that the Commission would be holding its first field 
hearing on October 17, 2012, at the LSTA meeting in New York.  He explained that this field 
hearing would be held in conjunction with the MFA meeting also in New York that week.  The 
Commission discussed the current schedule for, and logistics of, the fall 2012 field hearings.  
Mr. Gerdano noted that the entire schedule of field hearings and additional information are 
available on the Commission’s website:  www.commission.abi.org. 
 
Advisory Committee Launch Calls:  Prof. Harner reported that the first advisory committee 
launch call was conducted by Ms. Williamson and Mr. Levin for the Executory Contracts and 
Leases Advisory Committee.  Ms. Williamson provided a brief overview of how the meeting was 
conducted, the general substance of the conversation and the anticipated next steps.  She also 
agreed to provide a written outline of the meeting to the Commission for use in other advisory 
committee launch calls.  Ms. Williamson and Mr. Levin both commented on the advisory 
committee’s concerns regarding the workload and the size of the committee.  The Commission 
discussed various ways to address these concerns. 
 
Mr. Gerdano explained that the Governance Advisory Committee launch call was scheduled for 
July 12, 2012, and that he intended to schedule the remaining launch calls during the next three 
weeks.  Prof. Harner noted that the advisory committee launch calls were being scheduled 
according to the order of Preliminary Assessment presentations to the Commission, with Sales, 
Plan Distributions, Bankruptcy Remote Entities and Multiple Enterprises being next.  
 
Initial Topics Discussion:  Labor and Benefits:  Ms. Ceccotti presented a supplement to the 
Labor and Benefits Preliminary Assessment previously reviewed by the Commission.  She 
explained that Mr. Keach had a positive conversation with a representative of the PBGC and that 
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the PBGC was willing to participate in the process.  Ms. Ceccotti expressed her belief that, with 
the PBGC and one additional advisory committee member, the Labor and Benefits advisory 
committee could include pension issues in its assessment.  The Commission supported this 
approach.  Ms. Ceccotti then reviewed the refined pension issues to be included in the 
Preliminary Assessment.  The Commission discussed several of these issues, including the 
different nature and treatment of defined contribution versus defined benefit plans, the voluntary 
and involuntary termination of plans and claims issues related to plans.  Ms. Ceccotti indicated 
that she would incorporate the Commission’s suggested revisions and recirculate the Preliminary 
Assessment. 
 
Initial Topics Discussion:  Avoidance:  Mr. Berman guided the Commission through the 
Avoidance Preliminary Assessment.  He explained that the outline was intended to highlight 
recurring issues raised by practitioners and case law and that it remained subject to further 
refinement based on the Commission’s comments and Mr. Butler’s additional input.  
Mr. Berman started with the potential issues relating to preference claims under the Bankruptcy 
Code, and the Commission discussed the notable challenges with existing preference law and 
potential alternatives.  Mr. Berman then reviewed potential issues relating to LBO transactions 
and setoffs and the likely overlap of these issues with matters being considered by the Safe 
Harbors advisory committee.  The Commission considered various options for addressing known 
overlaps, and Mr. Bernstein suggested that areas of overlap be assigned to a primary advisory 
committee, with the Commission representatives for the affected committees coordinating their 
efforts.  Mr. Berman agreed that such an approach would reduce duplication and help manage 
committee workloads.  The Commission then allocated certain issues among the two advisory 
committees.  Mr. Berman reviewed the remaining items and indicated that he would incorporate 
the Commission’s suggested revisions and recirculate the Preliminary Assessment. 
 
Initial Topics Discussion:  Safe Harbors:  Mr. Bernstein introduced the outline of issues by 
explaining the general approach to the study topic.  He noted that the outline attempted to present 
all sides of the issues, considering questions that arise if you take one approach and then the 
questions that arise under alternative approaches.  Mr. Bernstein walked the Commission through 
each of the issues, starting with the basic questions concerning the role and scope of the safe 
harbor provisions and the definitions related to qualified financial contracts.  The Commission 
discussed the various issues at length, including the competing policy considerations and the 
Dodd-Frank approach for SIFIs.  Mr. Butler suggested seeking input from the bankruptcy judges 
who have been adjudicating these issues in recent cases.  Mr. Bernstein agreed with that 
approach and indicated he would do so after incorporating the Commission’s suggestions. 
 
Initial Topics Discussion:  Financing:  Mr. Novikoff presented the outline of issues by first 
addressing adequate protection and the dynamics underlying adequate protection negotiations in 
many cases.  The Commission explored several of the issues in the Preliminary Assessment, 
including the “equities of the case” exception, carve-outs, roll-ups and potential Constitutional 
limits on financing provisions under the Bankruptcy Code.  The Commission concluded that the 
assessment summarized the primary issues in this area.  Mr. Novikoff indicated that he would 
incorporate the Commission’s suggested revisions and recirculate the Preliminary Assessment. 
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Prof. Harner thanked the Commission members who worked on the Preliminary Assessments for 
their efforts and thoughtful presentations. 
 
Possible Topics for Commission Consideration:  Prof. Harner reported that the Co-Chairs would 
like the Commission to consider analyzing as a committee of the whole several overarching 
issues relating to chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  These issues included the Stern v. 
Marshall case, venue and individual chapter 11 cases.  Prof. Harner explained Mr. Keach’s belief 
that these issues warranted consideration by the Commission because of their importance to the 
overall bankruptcy system.  A thoughtful and substantive discussion ensued.  After the 
discussion, the Commission agreed to schedule these issues on future agendas for review by the 
Commission as a committee of the whole. 
 
Miscellaneous:  The Commission scheduled its next meeting for Tuesday, August 7, 2012, from 
2:00-5:00 p.m., E.T.  Prof. Harner indicated that she would discuss the location of the meeting 
with the Co-Chairs and then circulate that information to the Commission. 


